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Double ionization of He by electron impact at large momentum transfer
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The double ionization of He by electron impact at 580 eV has been studied in a coplanar symmetric
„e,(321)e… experiment, in which two fast electrons of 250 eV are detected. In this way a momentum transfer
as large as 6 a.u. is achieved. The results are compared with the predictions of a theoretical model based on the
impulse~knock-out! approximation. The calculations, which include radial correlation of electrons in the He
ground state wave function, better describe the experiment than those with an uncorrelated wave function.
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Double ionization is one of the most interesting and
triguing processes in atomic physics and as such it has
tracted a lot of theoretical and experimental interest in
last few years@1–3#. The He atom represents the archityp
system for the study of double ionization, because it has o
two electrons and the He21 continuum is void of resonances
In order to achieve a complete picture of the process, exp
ments in which two or three charged particles in photoio
ization or electron impact, respectively, have to be detec
in coincidence are needed. Double-photoionization stud
by electron-electron@1# or electron-ion coincidence@4# tech-
niques have covered a large variety of kinematic conditi
from the near-threshold region@5# up to about 500 eV inci-
dent energy@6#. On the other hand, electron-impact expe
ments suffer from a more complex final state, where fo
charged particles are present, and despite the notice
progress due to the use of multicoincidence techniques@7–9#
some kinematical regions have not yet been explored. In
ticular, experiments involving large momentum transfer
rare@10,11#. The region of large momentum transfer is qu
interesting because it is expected that in this condition
cross section for double ionization provides direct inform
tion on the electron-electron correlation in the initial sta
@12#. The recent (e,3e) experiments by El Marjiet al. @10#
and Lahmam-Bennaniet al. @13# have shown that the angula
distribution of the center of mass of the ejected electron p
provides some evidence of an ‘‘initial-state two-electr
wave function.’’ However the low momentum transfer in th
two experiments hampered a definite answer. Popovet al.
@14# have recently predicted that„e(321)e… experiments,
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i.e., double-ionization experiments by electron impact
which only two of the three electrons in the final state a
detected in coincidence after energy and angular selec
can also be used to study electron-electron correlations in
initial atomic bound state provided the experiment is p
formed in symmetric kinematics and two fast electrons
detected. In symmetric kinematics two electrons of equal
ergy are detected at the same ejection angle with respe
the incident direction; thus large momentum transfers
involved.

In this work we report on an„e,(321)e… experiment per-
formed with coplanar symmetric kinematics at an incide
energy E05580 eV. In the experiment two fast electron
with kinetic energiesE15E25250 eV are detected in coin
cidence at the anglesq15q25q. The third slow electron
with a kinetic energyE3>1 eV ~the He double-ionization
potential being about 79 eV! remains undetected. The ang
lar distribution has been measured between 25° and 65°;
the momentum transferK5k02k1 , wherek0 andk1 are the
momenta of the incident and scattered electrons, res
tively, varied between 3.2 and 6.1 a.u.

The apparatus used for the present measurements
electron-impact spectrometer specially designed for elect
electron coincidence experiments. It consists of a vacu
chamber equipped with an electron-beam source, two t
hemispherical electrostatic analyzers, and an effusive g
eous beam. A detailed description of the apparatus is
ported elsewhere@15,16#. The home-made electron gun wa
operated in order to provide an incident beam of 0.8mA at
E0'580 eV. The two electrons are analyzed in energy
passing through the hemispherical electron spectrome
rotatable in the scattering plane from215° to 150° with
respect to the direction of the incident beam. The zero of
angular scales was set by determining the symmetry of
scattered electron yield around 0°. The energy resolution
the analyzers, measured as full width at half maximu
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~FWHM!, wereDE>2.2 eV. The angular acceptances of t
two analyzers were60.5° and62°, respectively. The over
lap of the fields of view of the analyzers was checked
severalq values by sweeping the electron beam through
gas target and detecting the ejected electrons. These no
incidence angular distribution measurements showed tha
interaction region, defined by the intersection of the incid
electron and gaseous beams, is well inside the field of v
of the two analyzers and that their overlap does not v
appreciably withq. Finally the angular efficiency was ver
fied via an (e,2e) measurement on He in symmetric kin
matics atE05524.5 eV andE15E25250 eV. The results of
this measurement are compared in Fig. 1~a! with previous
measurements@17# at 424.5 eV and in Fig. 1~b! with the
predictions of the eikonal wave impulse approximati
~EWIA! model described below@20#. The small differences
between the two sets of experimental data~the angular dis-
tribution measured at 524.5 eV is slightly narrower and
center of gravity is shifted about 1° toward largerq! are
consistent with the difference in incident energy of the t
experiments according to previous findings in (e,2e) studies
@18#. The agreement with theory is satisfactory once
theory is shifted by about 1.5°. As an outcome of all the

FIG. 1. Comparison of the (e,2e) angular distributions in copla
nar symmetric conditions measured at 524.5 eV~closed circles! in
this work with ~a! the one measured at 424.5 eV~open circles! in
Ref. @17# and ~b! calculations within the EWIA using the
Silverman-Platas-Matsen wave function@22#.
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checks we exclude major changes in the angular efficienc
the apparatus when collecting coincidence data in the ra
25°–70°.

The typical count rate for the„e,(321)e… experiment
was about 0.2 mHz. Thus accumulation times on the orde
a few hundred hours per point were needed to achieve
tistics of about620%. During the measurements the stabil
of the apparatus was monitored by periodically measur
the noncoincidence angular distribution of the scatter
ejected electrons with both analyzers and the point aq
540° of the (e,2e) angular distribution. These measur
ments proved the overall stability of the setup throughout
six months needed to measure the„e,(321)e… angular dis-
tribution. Indeed the count rates of the (e,2e) measurements
once normalized to the count rate of one analyzer, use
monitor any variation of target density and flux of the inc
dent beam, oscillated in a band of about610%.

The results of the„e,(321)e… measurements are show
in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. In Fig. 2~a! the „e,(321)e… and
(e,2e) angular distributions are compared. The lines betwe
the experimental points are only meant to guide the ey
The „e,(321)e… angular distribution is shifted toward large
q and is broader than that for (e,2e). The shift can be attrib-
uted to the different short- and long-range distortions s
fered by the two fast electrons. Despite the fact that in b
cases the two fast electrons have the same kinetic energ
the „e,(321)e… process they are moving in the field of th
@He211e(Ec51 eV)# system, while in the other case the
are moving in the He1 field. The shape of the (e,2e) angular
distribution in symmetric kinematics as well as that of t
binary peak in asymmetric kinematics are mainly determin
by the momentum distribution of the ejected electron in
initial bound state of the target. The different widths o
served in the two angular distributions of Fig. 2~a! lead to the
consideration that the one-electron momentum distributio
not the main factor that determines the shape of the„e,(3
21)e… angular distribution.

In Fig. 2~b! the experimental results are compared w
the predictions of a theoretical model@19# recently proposed
for the study of double ionization by electron impact at i
termediate energies in the regime of large momentum tra
fer. In this model the four-body system is separated into t
subsystems; one formed by the two fast electrons taking
in the knock-out electron-electron collision, and the seco
by the residual He21 ion and the slow electron. The mo
menta of the fast electrons in the first subsystem are mod
due to the interaction with the second subsystem treate
the frozen-core approximation, using the EWIA@20#. In the
present calculations the EWIA with shell-averaged poten
has been used in order to take into account the distortio
the momenta in the atomic region where the knock-out c
lision takes place. The model of the distorting potential
well as its dependence on the model of the He ground s
are discussed in detail elsewhere@19#.

In the calculations the following form for the He ground
state wave function was used:

F0~r 1 ,r 2!5
1

AN
$exp~2ar12br2!1exp~2br12ar2!% ,

~1!
1-2
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with

N5128p2H 1

~4ab!3 1
1

~a1b!6J . ~2!

When a5b, F0(r1 ,r2) corresponds to the Hylleraas wav
function @21# without correlations, while whenaÞb then
F0(r1 ,r2) becomes the Silverman-Platas-Matsen~SPM!
wave function@22# with radial correlations. The theoretica
predictions have been all rescaled to a common value.
calculation with the Hylleraas wave function@dotted line in
Fig. 2~b!# produces a peak centered at about 40°, wh
width underestimates the experimental one. The one with
SPM wave function@dash-dotted line, labeled SPM0, in Fi
2~b!# predicts an angular distribution with two features: o

FIG. 2. ~a! Comparison between the„e,(3-1)e… angular distri-
bution ~closed circles! at E05580 eV andE15E25250 eV and the
(e,2e) angular distribution~open circles! in coplanar symmetric
conditions at 524.5 eV. The lines through the points are only me
to guide the eyes.~b! Comparison of the experimental„e,(3-1)e…
angular distribution with the predictions of the EWIA. The calcu
tions using the shell-averaged potential with Hylleraas and S
initial state wave functions are represented by the dotted and d
dotted lines, respectively. The full line represents a calculation
ing the orbital-averaged potential and SPM initial-state wave fu
tion.
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centered at approximately 35° and the other one at about
This is explained in Ref.@19# by the interference of the am
plitudes corresponding to the knock-out of the electrons fr
different 1s orbitals. The calculated shape in this case
quite far from the experimental one. It should be mention
here that the inclusion of the semiclassical postcollision
teraction model@23#, which treats the long-range distortio
of the fast electrons on their way to the detectors, o
slightly shifts the curves toward larger angles without cha
ing the overall agreement with the experiment. However,
noted in Ref.@19#, in the case of the SPM wave functio
with radial correlations the electrons are supposed to occ
different 1s orbitals, characterized by different mean rad
(r 05a21 or b21). Therefore the shell-averaged potenti
which is justified in the case of the Hylleraas wave functio
should be replaced in the case of the SPM wave function
the orbital-averaged potential in order to calculate the dis
tion of momenta. This fact has the consequence that the c
section does not factorize@19#. Therefore it is not usable in a
direct way to extract information about the quality of th
initial-state wave function as far as the description
electron-electron correlation is concerned. The results of
calculation using an orbital-averaged distorting potential
represented by the full curve, labeled SPM1, in Fig. 2~b!.
This last calculation correctly describes the width of t
measured angular distribution and is definitely in bet
agreement with the experiment than the EWIA model wi
out a correlated initial-state wave function.

The comparison between theory and experiment in
work has been done on a relative scale; thus only the sh
of the angular distribution predicted by the model depend
on the different initial-state wave functions has been cons
ered. However, it is interesting to note that on the abso
scale the cross section predicted by the model with the H
leraas initial-state wave function is four times larger than
one predicted for the SPM initial-state wave function. The
fore an absolute„e,(321)e… measurement could be used
better discriminate between different initial-state wave fun
tions.

In summary, the He double ionization by electron impa
at large momentum transfer has been studied by an„e,(3
21)e… experiment. Comparison with a theory based on
impulse approximation shows, on one hand, that a correla
initial-state wave function is needed in order to represent
experimental results. On the other hand, it also shows
crucial role of the short-range distortion of momenta in d
termining the shape of the angular distribution, due to
relatively low energy of the incident beam. This prevents
extraction of direct information about the initial-state wa
function from the measured angular distribution. Howev
the present results provide strong evidence that„e,(3
21)e… measurements at higher incident energy and pre
ably measured on an absolute scale may allow this goal t
achieved.

We are very grateful to J. Berakdar and O. Chuluunbaa
for useful discussions.
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